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Dear Reader, 
           
If you would like to share your memo-
rable experiences with us, please feel 
free to contact us with your write ups, 
articles, anecdotes, photos and others. 
Good pictures will be acknowledged 
and published in the Reader’s Click 
section. For the Travel Humour section, 
you can send us any travel related funny 
photos or sketches.
                 
For more about us, visit our website: 
www.touriositytravel.com and 
www.thetouriosity.com
           
Send us your feedback at:
touriosity2012@gmail.com or
ttmag.english@gmail.com
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The Blue Train of Sri Lanka.
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The views and opinions expressed in the 
articles are solely those of the writers and 
contributors. Touriosity Travelmag is not 
responsible for any personal views ex-
pressed by the authors or contributors.

This issue of Touriosity is dedicated to Journeys of all kinds. From  
the comfort of a caravan trip to a challenging road trip on one of 
the world’s most dangerous roads, from a luxury train that can 
be afforded only by the filthy rich to one of the world’s most inex-
pensive train rides that takes passengers across scenic landscapes 
for a once-in-a-lifetime experience, from a dream bike trip to 
Ladakh and a walking tour of Bangkok to a compilation of the 
world’s most dangerous roads, this issue has all that our readers 
would ever want to know about journeys.
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Rupanjana De
AN APPEAL TO TOURISTS

Journeys are fun but some are inherently dangerous. Yet 
they beckon the adrenaline junkies who for the sake of 
adventure love to take up challenges. While undertaking 
risky journeys like these it is important to ensure that we 
do not take persons with ailments or weak hearts with us 
or others against their wishes. Taking along kids should 
also be avoided. During the journeys also one must take 
appropriate precautions. LET’S BE RESPONSIBLE TOURISTS. 
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We are on the other side of 100 and yet our energy and enthusiasm is just like a newborn. This issue, the 101st of Touriosity, is equally 
important, as with this, we begin a new year of hope, 2021. The last year has been one of uncertainties, maladies, sorrows, depression, 
frustration, isolation, fear and grossly devoid of travels and holidays. Let us hope that this year be one of joy and happiness, and above 
all, lots of travels for all of us! With this in mind we thought of 
beginning the year with a propitious theme. What else could be 
more apt than ‘Journeys’?

The Travel and tourism industry has evolved largely over the past 
few decades, and today there are innumerable products and 
services available to choose from depending upon one’s moods 
and preferences. But the element of journey involved in getting 
to a place hasn’t really changed, except for maybe the speed 
and duration at which we travel from one place to another. The 
essence of journeying has remained the same. The journey to a 
place can be summed up in the expectations, excitement and 
anticipation, whereas the journey back from a place is a combi-
nation of memories, a feeling of kairosclerosis and the desire to 
go back or start all over again. 

But sometimes the journey is more important than the destina-
tion. In some cases there is no destination at all, just like Life. 
This issue is about those kind of journeys where the act of go-
ing from one place to another gains more importance than the 
ultimate destination. All the articles in this issue focus on the 
journeys and not the places. There are two beautiful articles on  
two train journeys, both well known yet having entirely differ-
ent claims to fame; there are articles on different types of road 
journeys including some involving elements of extreme danger; 
there’s also a heartwarming story of a caravan trip by a solo 
traveller during the pandemic with his pet dog. In the Artist’s 
Impression section watercolour artist Joaquin Gonzalez Dorao 
has beautifully captured his journey to Bangkok. I am sure that 
our readers are going to love each one of these articles.

On the COVID19 front there’s different news from different parts 
of the world. Some countries have gone under fresh lockdowns 
due to suddenly rising number of cases, as also due to newer vari-
ants of the virus being found, while some have already opened up 
to tourists. The good news is that vaccination has started almost 
everywhere around the globe. In India life is beginning to go back 
to normal. It’s not long before we get to travel normally again, 
it seems. Let’s keep our fingers crossed. Till then it is important 
to take precautions. Write to us at ttmag.english@gmail.com
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INDIAN COVID STATISTICS

Jan ‘21: 1,07,46,000+ cases & 1,54,000+ deaths     [cases up by 5.4% & Deaths up by 4.8%]
Dec ‘20: 1,02,00,000+ cases & 1,47,000+ deaths     [cases up by 9.6% & Deaths up by 8.9%]
Nov ‘20: 93,00,000+ cases & 1,35,000+ deaths        [cases up by 16% & Deaths up by 12.5%]
October ‘20:      80,00,000+ cases & 1,20,000+ deaths        [cases up by 26% & Deaths up by 28%]
Sept ‘20:      60,00,000+ cases & 94,000+ deaths           [cases up by 91% & Deaths up by 47%]
August ‘20:      35,00,000+ cases & 64,000+ deaths           [cases up by 133% & Deaths up by 100%]
July ‘20:  15,00,000+ cases & 32,000+ deaths           [cases up by 200% & Deaths up by 113%]
June ‘20:  5,00,000+ cases & 15,000+ deaths             [cases up by 100% & Deaths up by 87.5%]
May ‘20:  2,50,000+ cases & 8,000+ death                    [cases up by 1150% & Deaths up by 1150%]
April ‘20:   20,000+ cases & 640+ deaths                    [cases up by 1900% & Deaths up by 3100%]
March ‘20: 1,000+ cases & 20+ deaths



To make your reading through TOURIOSITY 
TRAVELMAG better, here’s presenting a quick 
glance at the various sections and features in 
the magazine.

DESTINATION
It introduces the readers to various destinations 
in India with an emphasis on at least one desti-

nation from each region. It provides an in-depth informa-
tion on the locations. In addition, there is also handy tour-
ist information to help our readers plan ahead of trips.

AN ARTIST’S IMPRESSION
A travelling artist makes it to faraway lands 
and brings memories in the form of impressive 

water colour paintings. This section is a visual treat and 
interesting to read at the same time. 

FEATURE
Here we bring to our readers an article based 
on the theme of the issue not necessarily focus-

sing on travelling or travel information. 

MEMOIRS OF A BACKPACKER
A new adventure every time in an entirely new 
place across the globe by a solo female back-

packer. We follow the locals she meets, the unusual things 
she comes across, the surprises she gets and the problems 
she faces in her journeys with a backpack across the world.

TRAVELOGUE
In this section we bring travel experiences of one of 
our readers from popular places around the world. 

PHOTO TRAVELOGUE
Here we bring to our readers a travelogue in 
photos.

GLOBETROTTER’S DIARY 
This section explores the world of a globetrot-
ter, whose passion is to travel, travel and travel 

more. It brings to readers unique facts and information 
from remote corners of the world. 

PHOTO FEATURE
In photo feature, we cover the theme of a particu-
lar issue in photographs from one of our readers. 

SNAPSHOT 
This section is an ideal one for quick browsing. 
It provides interesting information from across 

the globe with a focus on the theme of the issue.

AT A GLANCE 
A quick look at a destination. Here, we bring 
to our readers locations from the lesser beaten 

paths in otherwise popular touristy regions.

POINT OF VIEW
Here we bring to our readers useful articles 
with offbeat content. The idea is to give you 

the stimulus for thinking. It covers important issues that 
are in some way connected to travel and tourism.

ADVENTURE
We present here stories of unique adventures 
undertaken by our readers in some part of the 

world with a focus on the issue theme.

MOUNTAINEERING / TREKKING
This section focuses solely on trekking and 
mountaineering adventures across the world.

COUNTRYSCAPE / CITYSCAPE
Here we introduce a new country / city each 
time. We bring to our readers facts and photos 

of people, culture, locales, tourist places, food and tradi-
tions of a country / city. Our aim is to take our readers on 
a magical journey of an unseen land. 
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Road Trip to Georgia

The mountainous roads of Georgia are 
some of the remotest and the most 
dangerous in the world. Soon af-
ter  lockdown was lifted in Germany, 
with not many options available, Chris 

Nettekoven decided to take this self-
driven challenging road trip across Geor-

gia. In this article he brings to our readers a lot of 
information about this lesser known region of Europe.

Luxury travel in the Deccan 
Odyssey

The Deccan Odyssey is one of the 
most famous luxury trains of India 
that takes travellers through the 
hinterlands of Maharashtra, the 
Western Ghats and into the Deccan 
Plateau. In this article Mahuya Paul re-
counts her experience in this train known for 
high class hospitality and opulence.
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Bike Tour of Ladakh

The roads leading to the northern-
most region of India are regarded as 
some of the most dangerous and 
challenging. For passionate bikers 
it is however a dream road trip. 
This article by Arunangshu Chakra-

barty tells our readers more about his 
bike journey to Ladakh and the dos and 

don’ts for making such a trip.

The Blue train of Sri Lanka

A ride on the famous blue train from 
Ella to Kandy is one of the best 
things to experience during your 
visit to the island nation. The train 
chugs along a mountainous terrain 
taking its passengers though pristine 
scenic beauty of tea plantations, for-
ests, tiny villages and coconut groves. This 
article by Claus Andersen has all the information 
you ever wanted to know.
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Touroscope, travel horoscope ............................. 

Other articles
32

!6 dangerous roads around 
the world

This article provides a random list-
ing of 16 of the most dangerous 
roads in India and around the world. 
While it is a great reading, do think 
twice before embarking on a trip.

Caravan trip with a pet

This is a heartwarming story of Amit 
Singh, a solo traveller and travel 
vlogger undertaking a caravan trip 
across many Indian states with his 

pet pug soon after the lockdown was 
lifted.

Artist’s Impression of 
Bangkok

In this issue Spanish watercolour 
artist Joaquin Gonzalez Dorao 
brings to our readers glimpses of 
the Thai city of Bangkok through his 
vibrant brush strokes. 
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DESTINATION GEORGIA
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As Corona pandemic raged around the 
world, travelling became difficult and 
planning nearly impossible. My climb-
ing expedition into the Himalayas, which 
always takes one year of preparation, was 
planned for October, so there was some 
hope for the better. Hope dies last, we 
say. But in mid-September it finally did 
die. As my expedition plan dispersed into 
nothing – or better, into a never-ending 
lockdown of Nepal, which banned all 
foreigners from entry. I was in urgent need 
of a plan B. Within 10 days I needed to 
conjure a complete alternative trip from 
the scratch – this time a solo trip.

Soon I realized that nearly none of my pre-
ferred destinations were free to travel to, 
or at least led to a mandatory quarantine 
on arrival as well as on my return overex-
tending my available travel time. Research-
ing on the internet for Corona data and 
comparing the list of declared risk areas 
with my travel bucket list, I stumbled upon 
the Georgian Caucasus which seemed to 
be by-passed by the virus yet. A flight was 
booked the very next day and travel details 
were sorted out. A necessary negative 

pleasant 25 degrees at 4:00 o`clock at 
night after two rather short flights at the 
end of September. The old cobble stone 
alleys lit in shimmering yellow colour by 
old streetlights with Parisian flair gave it 
a romantic touch. From the old Narikala 
citadel towering above Sololaki old town 
I enjoyed a picturesque night panorama 
across the Mtkwari River towards the 
beautiful Avlabari Quarter and further to 
the illuminated Zminda Sameba Cathedral. 
My first impression of Tbilisi could not 
be better and the following days did not 
disappoint my rising expectations. 

Despite a rather short night the next 
day was packed with things to do. I had 
planned to acclimatize here for a couple 
of days to get my mind free from all the 
problems and stress of the last months at 
home. That is what holidays are made for. 
I wanted to inhale the Georgian lifestyle.

Tbilisi has always been a melting pot 
of different cultures and religions as an 
important trading hub along the old 
silk route. The last caravanserai is still 
preserved and serves as the city’s history 

Corona test prior to arrival was the easiest 
task. Travel destinations of interest are plen-
tiful in Georgia – a country rich in cultural 
highlights, famous for culinary delights and 
said to be the cradle of vineyard cultivation 
for several thousand years, but foremost re-
nowned for its natural beauty of wild, rug-
ged mountains of the Great Caucasus. My 
main travel destinations would be Tusheti, 
Svaneti, and Kasbegi mountain ranges.

But how should one travel within the coun-
try? During this time public transport should 
be avoided due to chances of getting the 
corona virus. So, I chose to do a road trip, 
self-driving a rental jeep into the mountains 
of the Great Caucasus. That would allow 
me to be free to move and stop where and 
whenever I wanted to for as long as I want-
ed while trekking from any dead end of the 
road, self-sufficient through the mountains 
with my tent, sleeping bag and cooker. 

Tbilisi – capital and pulsating heart of 
Georgia

Tbilisi, the capital and pulsating heart of 
Georgia welcomed me with surprisingly 

1. Mt. Kazbek seen 
from the road;

2. Typical Tbilisi 
wood balconies;

3. Tbilisi Old Town 
with the mosque 
minarett and 
Narikala Fort and 
church;

4. Picturesque bal-
cony house in Tbilsi;

5. Persian style 
stucco work;

6. Orbeliani sulphur 
bath built in the style 
of a mosque.
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DESTINATION GEORGIA

museum nowadays. While different 
powers took turns, the city came under 
the rule of Romans, around 400 years of 
an Arab Emirate followed by Turks, Per-
sian and Russian empires – just to name 
a few. But each and every culture left its 
marks in traditions, architecture or food 
and formed the character of what it is 
today: a cosmopolitan fusion of Europe 
and Asia, a true Eurasian capital. Persian 

wooden balconies. Now and then kaki, 
pomegranate or mulberry trees grow 
in the gardens with ripe fruits asking 
to be picked. Along those alleys, vivid 
cafes, restaurants with terraces covered 
by tendrils of vine, bars and shops offer 
their services and street stalls sell fresh 
pomegranate juice. Plenty little bakeries 
entice hungry customers with their smell 
of freshly baked bread from a tandoor-
like clay oven, Georgians call ‘tone’. 
One cafe situated in an old trade house 
had such a richly decorated Persian 
stucco work ceiling which I had only 
seen in Iranian palaces before. But at the 
same time there was a strong contrast 
between preservation and decades of 
decay due to the economic slump with 
newly restored houses next to ruins of 
fading colours. Crumbling facades were 
marked by deep cracks and fallen plaster 
giving room to greenery to strike roots 
thus accelerating deterioration.

On the opposite side of the river in 
Avlabari quarter those balcony houses 
looked like swallow´s nests glued to the 

influence can be 
seen at the domed 
roofs of the old 
sulphur baths with 
their inherent smell. 
Famous writers like 
Dumas and Pushkin 
praised enthusiasti-
cally the relaxing 
impact and even 
miraculous cures 
of those sulphur 
baths and oriental 
massages on their 
legendary travels 
nearly 200 hundred 
years ago. 

The Orbeliani bath with its beautifully 
painted tiles and minarets has all features 
of a traditional mosque. Opposite to the 
baths the old town rises up the hillside 
of Narikala Fort with orthodox churches 
and a true sunni mosque. One gets easily 
lost in a maze of old, narrow, and steep 
cobble stone alleys with colourful old 
houses and their charming traditional 
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I finally found a rental service willing to entrust a Mitsubishi Pajero into 
my caring, but maybe overconfident, hands for this upcoming hell ride. 
So the adventure could start!

Tusheti – Georgia´s remotest mountains

The inherent weather risk at such a late time of the year urged me to 
visit Tusheti first. Tusheti is Georgia´s remotest north-eastern tip border-
ing Chechnya and Dagestan. The only access is by 4WD via a treacher-
ous unpaved single track mountain road leading over Abano Pass. And 
this only lifeline is blocked by early snow from beginning of October 
to mid-May. Sometimes these harsh weather conditions close the road 
even earlier from end of September till mid-June. A Tusheti local I had 
contacted beforehand told me he had already left for his winter home 
in lower Kakheti region and warned me that I would get stuck there 
if snow comes in early. As a fact I had read reports about unlucky and 
maybe unwary people getting surprised by snow which locked them up 
until helicopter rescue was organized. Otherwise, they would have had 
to stay till May or June! A fate I wanted to avoid by all means.

I received my around 20-year-old Mitsubishi Pajero rental, checked all 
functions, loaded all gear and extra gas to go on an early start. The 
capital city traffic was left behind rather quickly followed by a pleasant 
new highway until I turned off into the foothills for Gombori behind 
Varziani. Here I was introduced remarkably into local traffic manners 
when I became part of a decent overtaking manoeuvre. On a windy 
road, narrow by itself, there suddenly were two cars coming into my 
direction next to each other at full speed. Any hope that the two driv-
ers would sort out their actions on the last meters ahead of me quickly 
vanished and the overtaker was not wasting a thought to back down 
into his lane. This chicken game had only one solution good for every 
participant. Me as well as the one who got overtaken had to sidestep 
partly off the road so that the mad driver could squeeze between us 
at a joyful speed. For a split of a second we were three cars next to 
each other. A true master of Brinkmanship! “Welcome to Georgia!” 
I thought to myself after my heart rate calmed down a little bit. This 
driving style became the rule, not the exception.

The natural beauty of those Gambori mountains as foothills of the 

great Caucasus compen-
sated for any driving stress. 
The passing landscape and 
castle ruins along the way 
up to Gambori pass made it 
difficult to keep my eyes on 
the road. 

On a stop on top of the 
pass a local approached me. 
He ran a little street stall of-
fering local products. When 
he realized I was a German 
tourist he surprised me 
with a few perfectly spoken 
words in my language. I 
learned that he has been 
part of a NATO training 
program in Germany and 
was deployed on a Kosovo 
partner mission with Ger-
mans for a couple of years. 
As a sign of omnipresent 
Georgian hospitality, he 
invited me for a glass of 
chacha, or two. But I had 
to decline his nice offer as I 
still had to drive a long way 
with the hardest part ahead 
of me. And when it comes 
to alcohol in Georgia one 
can be sure that it never 
ends with just one glass. 
Instead, he insisted to pre-
sent me his local product of 
flower pollen which would 
be good for my health, he 
promised. 

Driving down from the pass 
I reached the famous and 
fertile lowlands of Kakheti, 
where wine harvest was in 
full swing. Vast numbers 
of overloaded trucks full of 
grapes crowded the roads 
along countless vineyards. 

1. View over the Narikala Fort and 
the old town towards the skyscrap-
ers of the new quarters;

2. The Zminda Sameba Cathedral 
in the light of sunset;

3. The Diklo Fort on a mountain 
ridge;

4. Taking a break with a view over 
the Diklo Fort.

cliff high above the river. 
Further north of Sololaki 
remains of the old city wall 
can be seen with balcony 
houses built on top of it. 
Beyond the old city wall, I 
entered Mtatsminda quarter 
with its fancy art nouveau 
architecture villas and man-
sions in light pastel colours 
along wide and imposing 
strolling promenades like 
plane tree lined Rustaweli 
Boulevard. It is worth taking 
a look into the sometimes 
surprisingly enchanting 
inner courtyards. Another 
astonishing example of the 
19th century classical archi-
tecture can be witnessed 
in the Davit Aghmashena-
beli avenue on the northern 
riverbank. This pedestrian 
zone of completely restored 
houses offers cafes and 
restaurants strung together 
along the avenue. 

I combined roaming 
through the streets with 
organizing a jeep, maps, 
camping gas, an additional 
gas canister for the car 
and other things needed 
for the adventure to come. 
Even an axe could come in 
handy if a fallen tree blocks 
the mountain road. Due to 
its central location Tbilisi 
makes a pivotal point in any 
Georgia trip. From here one 
can travel in a star pattern 
to all the different areas in 
all cardinal directions. The 
biggest challenge was find-
ing a rental jeep. Since one 
of my destinations were the 
remote Tusheti mountains 
with the notorious and 
greatly feared jeep track 
over Abano Pass, all jeep 
rentals which I contacted 
strictly excluded this area 
in their contracts for self-
drivers. A BBC documentary 
recently listed Tusheti Road 
as one of the most danger-
ous roads of the world. But 
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No wonder this road gets 
promoted as the country`s ‘wine 
route’. Dumas once romanced 
over Kakheti as the ‘garden of 
the Caucasus and vineyard of 
Georgia’. And people here take 
pride in the fact that this land is 
considered to be the birthplace 
of vineyard cultivation as there 
is proof of man-made wine 
production since 6,000 BC.

Shortly before the town of 
Qvemo Alvani I passed the 
imposing Alaverdi cathedral and 
its former monastery complex 
embraced by fortified walls. As 
the religious centre of Kakheti it 
was well visited by people dur-
ing my time.

One of the most dangerous 
roads of the world

The village of Pshaveli offered 
the very last chance to fill up 
my gas tank before the arduous 
climb up the mountain track 
starts. Tusheti road was built by 
the Russians in the late 70s to 
finally connect this inaccessible 
region with the mainland. The 
beginning led into a narrow and 
densely forested valley. With the 
steepness came the serpentines 
and with it the deep drop off 
the cliffs. The unpaved bumpy 
single track seemed to comprise 
of only big rocks which shook 
the car back and forth heavily. 
At times the suspension and 
steering took some major blows 
and I hit my head on the sides. I 
tried my best to avoid the deep-
est potholes and circuit bigger 
rocks slowly. If this was not pos-
sible, I had to move in walking 
speed through difficult sections. 
Soon heavy rain started which 
made the track slippery, washed 
out the road and covered the 
deepest potholes with muddy 
waters that can break the axle 
of any jeep. It enhanced the 
ever-present threat of rockfall, 
and gullies spilled gravel on 
the road or washed away the 
complete road. Two years ago, 
a good friend of mine did this 
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1. Low clouds moving in making 
driving extremely dangerous;

2-4. Some glimpses of the dan-
gerous Tusheti roads;

5. A caution sign on the road;

6. Start of the Tusheti road;

7. A swing bridge leading over 
the river to a stone house; 

8. Cows on their way down to 
lower Kakheti block the road;

 
9. Narrow gorges coupled with 
rain presented with the risk of 

rockfall;

10. Flocks of sheep block the 
road on their descent to warmer 

winter meadows in Kakheti.

trip and told me about his 
unpleasant surprise when 
he got stuck on the way 
by a landslide blocking the 
road. Those gravel bumps 
cluster on the inside of the 
track first so that mov-
ing over it your car leans 
towards the outside of 
this narrow lane. Driving 
in slow motion in those 
crucial situations gave me 
a good chance to take an 
extensive view deep into 
the abyss of a bottom-
less gorge, swallowing 
everything in deep fog far 
below. Abundant memori-
als of lethal accidents 
along the track reminded 
me to stay incredibly care-
ful. Sometimes there were 
as many as four pictures of 
victims on one memorial 
rock. So, there is a good 
reason to it that BBC listed 
Tusheti road as one of the 
world´s most dangerous 
roads. I only had experi-
ence as a passenger on 
some of those notorious 
mountain roads like the 
Fairy Meadow track of 
Nanga Parbat, Shimshal 
road, Karakorum Highway, 
Khardung La and Chang 
La of Ladakh, Bolivia and 
more, but only with an 
experienced local driver. 
Local knowledge of a life 
spent on those roads is 
priceless! But now I was 
the driver all alone in the 
middle of nowhere on a 
jeopardy ride.

Along with the heavy 
rain came low clouds and 
humidity boosted the 
mist even more which 
blocked any view. I could 
not see much further than 
my hand could reach as 
I drove deeper into the 
heavy cloud cover. It was a 
nerve wrecking ride along 
the steep cliffs without 
any sight. Suddenly a jeep 

to manoeuvre back and 
forth to get around those 
sharp bends. Covered 
in deep fog those sharp 
bends did not improve my 
anticipation of possible 
approaching traffic. Again, 
and again, I had to disturb 
this mountain silence with 
my noisy horn. ‘Honk, 
honk! Here I am coming 
around the corner!’ After 
a while, those hard blows 
by rocks and potholes 
took a toll on my old car. 
Clack-clack! What was this 
sound? The steering, pos-
sibly the suspension arm 
or stabilizer made a funny 
noise. Clack-clack again! 
Clack-clack it moaned on 
every bump. And turning 
the steering in every bend 
became more difficult. The 
radius in narrow curves 
worsened. I just could not 
steer sharply into curves 
anymore. I had to move 
back and forth to make 
sharp turns now. I had 
to be even more careful 
to ensure that I did not 
drive straight down into 
eternity. 

Vegetation became scarce 
and turned into barren 
high-altitude landscape of 
rocks and grass with-

emerged out of nowhere 
through the veil of mist right 
in front of me. Luckily, I was 
driving at walking speed 
so we both jammed on the 
brakes and avoided a crash 
at the last moment on this 
single road. I had to back 
up on this narrow lane until 
I found a little broadening 
wide enough to let the other 
vehicle pass.

Since this incident I honked 
my horn frequently, espe-
cially when the road made a 
turn. But helpfulness is huge 
among locals and drivers 
in this hostile environment. 
Each time you cross paths 
with another vehicle or a car 
seems to be stranded one 
checks on each other to see 
if something is needed. Be-
cause everybody knows that 
in the very next situation it 
could be you depending on 
help from outside. Now and 
then I got stuck in the mid-
dle of a cattle herd moving 
down from the mountain 
pastures into the lower 
valleys in anticipation of the 
upcoming winter. Tusheti 
is famous for huge flocks 
of thousands of sheep and 
goats and the transhumance 
that blocked my way for 
ages. I learned a trick for 
those small animals by mov-
ing the car slowly into the 
herd the animals pushed 
out of the way gently. But 
when I tried this with cows 
it did not work. They were 
aware of their size and body 
weight and just rammed my 
car when they got annoyed 
by my pushiness. I tried this 
only once and did not dare 
to do this a second time 
since I would have to pay for 
any damage on the car. 

The higher I drove up the 
mountains the steeper got 
the road, and the sharper 
got the bends. At times I had 
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civilization appeared in the form of a little swing bridge leading over 
the river to a natural stone house. After a few more bends along the 
river another steep climb of serpentines began. Shortly before sunset I 
reached the top of the mountain where a grassy high plain unfolded. 
A few houses and harvested fields scattered over the plateau marked 
the small village of Omalo. I arrived just in time to enjoy the sundown 
over the picturesque towers of Keselo Fort on the very top.

In the end the difficult track stretched just over 72 km but took me 6 
hrs driving without major incidents. An average speed of just 12km/hr 
tells a story about the road conditions.

Omalo village and Keselo stone towers

The settlement of Omalo is divided into a lower part called Semo 
Omalo while another short climb led to the older part of upper, or the 
so called Kwemo Omalo at a height of 2,050m. This rather small set-
tlement represents Tusheti´s administrative centre but does not offer 
much more than a medical post, little kiosk shops and a few lodges. 
Visitors should bring along all necessary gear from Tbilisi. And now 
in autumn most locals had already closed their huts before the arrival 
of winter and left for the warmer lowlands of Kakheti. I was lucky to 
find one lodge still open where I could stay for the night. Here I met a 
group of Georgian wildlife researchers monitoring bezoar wild goats. 
During the bad weather of the days before they had no luck sight-
ing bezoars, but with the upcoming change in weather they were 
optimistic of being able to count the population. The owner prepared 
a delicious dinner of local products like self-made sheep and goat 
cheese, freshly baked bread, traditional vegetable soup and the fa-
mous Kinkhali – a traditional Georgian dumpling filled with vegetables 
and meat from their own cattle. And of course,there was no lack of 
self-made wine from their lower Kakheti settlements. Hospitality and 
food are always plentiful in Georgia.

On the next morning I explored Upper Omalo and climbed up to the 
Keselo Fort above the village. Traditional Tusheti houses were built 
with dry masonry technique. Walls were built of natural stones of the 
mountains without any cement or concrete. Wooden beams hold the 

floors and roof, which is 
covered with slates. Seven 
mighty defensive stone 
towers built in the 12th 
century still reign over the 
village from a rock high 
above. From this highest 
point of the plateau people 
could have a great outlook 
far above the surrounding 
area. In medieval times 
those towers also func-
tioned as watchtowers 
to detect enemies early 
enough and also offered 
refuge during raids by 
marauding neighbouring 
tribes like the Dagestani 
people. Usually, the narrow 
entry of a tower is located 
a little bit higher above 
the ground for better 
protection from intrud-
ers. On the outside there 
were only narrow slots as 
windows to allow defence 
but avoid possible entry. 
The lowest storey was used 
for animals, the upper 
ones for the families and 
the top floor offered big-
ger openings for defence 
again. From here they 
could throw down rocks 
on enemies at the gate. 
Today many villages are 
abandoned and have fallen 
into ruins. Nowadays Tush 
people usually occupy their 
high mountain villages only 
in the summer months. But 
they have started to de-
velop the touristic potential 
of their homeland. More 
and more Tushs offer lodg-
ing or even horse trekking.
This growing interest helps 
to preserve and to restore 
old stone towers and set-
tlements.

Dartlo – old Pagan 
Culture

With my backpack fully 
loaded with all necessary 
equipment I started my 

out any trees anymore. 
The weather got even 
worse when a hailstorm 
started and turned into 
snowfall thereafter. But 
with the very next turn 
the top of Abano pass at 
around 2.926m was finally 
reached! I shouted out of 
joy, but this moment did 
not last long. I realized 
that this was just half of 
the ride followed by a 
steep downhill drive. There 
was no time to waste if I 
wanted to reach Omalo 
before nightfall. 

I needed to be careful with 
the brakes in the bendy 
serpentines. Overheat-
ing would have severe 
consequences. Shifted in 
low gear the engine did 
most of the work of the 
brake force, but the track 
was so steep and bends so 
sharp that heavy braking 
was needed. So, this time 
those huge sheep flocks 
came handy and forced me 
to pause and cool down 
the brakes from time to 
time. Luckily, the weather 
seemed to change for 
the better on this side of 
the pass when I entered 
Tusheti National Park. The 
cloud cover broke open 
and some sunshine greeted 
me in Europe‘s highest 
protected area. This pris-
tine natural environment 
of 835 square kilometres 
with dense forest and high 
mountain meadows is 
home to rare animals like 
golden eagle, lammergey-
er, lynx, bezoar wild goat, 
chamois goat-antelope, 
wolf, bear and even Anato-
lian leopard.

The track led further down 
into a narrow, forested val-
ley and followed a roaring 
river course. A first sign of 
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trek to Dartlo. Since it was not sure if there 
is anybody in Dartlo this late in the season, 
tent, cooker, sleeping bag and food was 
needed. From Omalo plateau I descended 
a densely forested northern mountain 
slope into the valley and up on the other 
side of the Pirikita range. From this area 
I had a magnificent view at the steepest 
side of Keselo towers which looked like a 
spectacular mountain fortress. Here and 
there I crossed wood glades and on top of 
the divide the trees gave room to a wide 
meadow of sun burnt golden grass. Here I 
met shepherds who offered me self-made 
cheese when I asked for the right way 
before I crossed the ridge into the next 
valley. It was a wonderful sunny day with 
clear blue sky. Birch leaves shimmering in 
a blaze of gold, deep orange and red au-
tumn colours set beautiful dots in a mostly 
pine tree dominated forest.

When I stepped out of the woods at the 
bottom of the valley the impressive village 
of Dartlo rose up on the slope of the op-
posite riverbank. A cluster of well-preserved 
natural rock houses with slate roofs and 

prised but happy to meet a late guest and 
gave me shelter in his traditional house. 
A veranda with mighty pine logs carrying 
a heavy stone roof gave a beautiful view 
over the river valley. But do not expect any 
luxury or comfort in a mountain lodge. It 
is the feeling of purity, simplicity and con-
nection with nature and the environment 
for which we go to the mountains.

A steep climb of 300 vertical meters above 
the village led to the foot of yet another 
impressive rock tower and ruins of Kvelvo 
Fort. The historical need for so much 
protection and defensive towers can be 
seen in the proximity to the Chechnian 
neighbours. The ridge further up of this 
mountain marks the border to Chechnya. 
I continued along this south side of the 
border range to a little village called Dano. 
The presence of inhabitants could be seen 

delicate wood carvings and verandas set 
the tone for a historic townscape / view 
of the village. The defensive stone towers 
differ from the ones of Omalo due to the 
pyramidal roof topping. Interesting rock 
carvings as part of the dry walls catch 
the eye of the attentive visitor. Those 
prehistoric petroglyphs were found in the 
ruins and inserted into the walls during 
restoration. The motives range from astral 
symbols and circles to handprints and 
mythological scenes of horsemen, dogs, 
and other images. Careful restoration of 
69 buildings was conducted by a regional 
development project financed by the 
World Bank. This way it was ensured 
that all work was carried out according 
to historical architecture of the time. A 
stroll through the old settlement gave me 
the feeling of being in a medieval dream. 
Dartlo truly deserves the title of Tusheti´s 
most beautiful village.

Most stock breeders and shepherds had 
already left Dartlo and locked up their 
buildings. But I found the only lodge 
that was still open. The owner was sur-

1. The Upper Omalo village;

2. View from the Keselo Towers:

3. The Dartlo village;

4. Animistic holy shrine or old Chati high above 

the valley;

5. The beautiful architecture of Dartlo.
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sacrifices according to their pagan traditions. Those chatebi / khatebi 
(plural) are often decorated with horns of goat and candles are lighted. 
The surrounding ground of such shrine is a holy place. Only men, 
young children or old women are allowed to enter. It is strictly forbid-
den for so called fertile women to set foot on this sacred soil. Some-
thing nobody could really explain to me, but in many archaic cultures 
menstruation for example is considered as impure. Locals set up signs 
to explain the rules to foreigners with pictographs as well as in three 
languages Georgian, Russian and English. 

Diklo Fort and the Hounds of Hell

On my stopover in Omalo I met the bezoar researchers again. They 
were in a jovial mood when they reported about their successful 
observation of the wild goats in the mountains behind Diklo. What 
a coincidence. The ruins of the old Diklo fort were one of my main 
objects on my next hike east of Omalo close to the Dagestani border. 
Maybe I could watch some shy bezoar too? I crossed the meadows of 
Omalo plateau in southern direction and turned off east into a gorge. 
Those high pastures are the root of the old shepherding tradition Tush 
people are famous for. This mountain environment offers endless 
meadows above the treeline perfect for migration of numerous flocks 
and herds in summer. In autumn, their transhumance leads down over 
Abano pass into lower valleys of Kakheti for winter pastures, as seen 
on the road on my arrival. After a river crossing a steep track led up in 
a zigzag  manner on the op- posite forested 
slope. Suddenly a pair of huge shepherd 
dogs came running at me. 
Wild bark- ing and snarling 
showed they were not 
here to 
play with 

me. I raised my trekking 
poles which made them 
stop abruptly in front of 
me. Baring their impres-
sive teeth they made short 
jumps towards me test-
ing my reaction. I shouted 
loudly at them trying to 
show no weakness. But 
their huge fangs certainly 
intimidated me. Where was 
their owner? There was no 
shepherd in sight! The two 
of them cornered me on the 
upside of the path where 
the track was carved around 
two metres out of the slope. 
With the help of my trekking 
poles I kept them away and 
again, I shouted out loud 
at them but also in hope 
for the shepherds to hear 
me and call back their wild 
pack. Finally, an old man 
came around the corner 
calming his dogs. And with 
him a huge flock of sheep 
mixed with some goats 
pushed along and crowded 
all space. Now I understood 
the shepherd and his dogs 
as the vanguard leading the 
way for the flock.

This Georgian breed of 
Caucasian shepherd dogs 
is called Nagazi. It is a very 
strong, muscular breed of 
dog with a big head and 
powerful legs to defend 
sheep from any predator. 
Their ears get cropped so 
that a predator cannot bite 
on to the ears in a fight. 
Their thick fur added to their 
impression of a lion with 
the size of at least 70 cm in 
height and a weight of up 
to 100kg. In this corner of 
the world, they are born and 
raised only for one reason: 
To defend their livestock by 
all available means and fight 
any predator even a pack of 

wolves, till the bitter end. 
Thus 

in the form of two Caucasian 
shepherd dogs approach-
ing me from two sides with 
a warning snarl. But there 
was no person in sight to call 
them back. I grew up as a kid 
with dogs in my family, so I 
have no natural fear of dogs. 
But this breed is of a different 
nature, very protective, born 
to defend their livestock and 
property with all means. To 
them I was an intruder. By 
instinct I picked up a rock and 
pretended to hold it in throw-
ing position. This kept them 
on distance so that I could 
move backwards slowly, out 
of their territory and with it 
out of danger. But my experi-
ence with the shepherd dogs 
got more intense on the trek 
in the days to come.

On my way back from Dano 
to Dartlo I passed an old 
cemetery and stone shrines 
in both villages which made 
me think of their traditional 
belief. One of the best things 
about visiting remote places 
in the Caucasus is witnessing 
the old traditions and mysteri-
ous rituals which are long for-
gotten in other places. Here 
in Tusheti Pagan culture is still 
alive. People still cherish their 
animistic belief of a vital force 
or spirits inhabited by special 
places, animals, or plants. 
You can find a so called 
‘chati’ / khati (singular), a holy 
shrine built out of rocks often 
in exposed positions like on 
a mountain or a ridge, in the 
middle of a wood or on a hill 
next to the village. In every 
village I passed through I 
could see such a chati. This is 
where people make sacrifices 
according to their pagan 
traditions. These sacrifices can 
range from simple coins and 

bills, bullets for 
hunting luck or 
chacha liqueur 
to real animal 
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their nature is very protective and aggres-
sive. Here in Tusheti it was recommended 
to trekkers to give any herd of livestock a 
wide berth to avoid any uneasy encounter 
with Nagazi dogs. But in my case, getting 
surprised on a steep slope in a forest, I had 
no chance to avoid them from far away. 

I thought I was out of danger and stood 
still upside of this track to let an endless 
stream of white fury bundles pass by 
me. It must have been hundreds if not 
a thousand sheep! But out of this white 
flow suddenly some bigger bundles gave 
roaring noises – and out of nowhere 
there were three shepherd dogs snarling 
at me again! Huge Nagazis with white 
fur stained with dirt and blood tried to 
get a piece of me. They reminded me of 
Stephen King´s Cujo with bloodshot eyes. 

with sheep still pushing along and beasts 
of dogs trying to bite me while I was 
swinging my trekking poles and shouted 
to stand my ground – I had no direction 
to retreat to. It felt like an eternity until 
at the very end of the flock as rear-guard 
two shepherds showed up and called their 
hounds of hell back. What a relief! I took 
a deep breath to calm myself before I 
continued to the top of the slope. 

I crossed a wide pasture and reached a 
picturesque little village with the name 

One of them walked with a limp. His 
front leg was hurt since he could not 
put full bodyweight on his left paw. But 
this did not stop him from snarling and 
trying to bite me. It seemed like they 
had a fight against a wolf pack the other 
night. Their barking alarmed the dogs 
from the front which returned running 
from the upside of the track which was 
around two meters above me. Now I 
was circled by five of them from below 
as well as from above the slope at the 
height of my head. If one of them de-
cided to jump at me from above I would 
have been done. (The author would 
like to excuse the lack of photos of this 
situation, but he was busy trying not 
to get torn into pieces. One of the few 
situations in life he was not able to use 
a camera). It was a confusing situation 

1. Defensive Towers of the Keselo Fort;

2. The Diklo Fort ruins:

3. Old rock tower in front of the Shkara mountain;

4. Scenic Ushguli village in front of Shkhara 

mounatin;

5. Fortified church in froont of mighty Shkhara;

6. Towers_of_Mestia.
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of Shenako. A well-preserved little church 
on top of the village was a witness of 
missionary efforts of the past. Old stone 
houses with charming wood balconies and 
verandas made a nice impression on me. I 
continued further east through pine wood 
and grasslands to reach Diklo, the very last 
settlement before Dagestan. A family was 
packing their household on an old pick-up 
truck to leave for the winter. All other huts 
were either closed for winter or laid in 
ruins. Behind this village the view expands 
to a sharp ridge in the far away distance 
on which Diklo Fort towered. On the way 
shortly before the ridge a memorial of a 
fallen soldier reminded me of the border 
close by. I found two chatebi, holy shrines 
on the ridge and plenty of juniper trees full 
of berries. I wondered if the smoke of juni-
per bushes was used in their Pagan rituals 
to get into ecstasy to make prophecies as 
shamans in the Karakorum still do?

The ridge narrowed down on a rocky part 
as I scrambled to the ruins of Diklo Fort. 
The location of the fort was spectacular. It 
was situated on a steep cliff towards the 
Dagestani side high above Andikoisu River 
flowing into Dagestan. The fort itself lay 
in ruins. Only the lower parts of former 
defence towers remains as also some walls 
with little windows from where I enjoyed 
the view over the mountains and ridges in 
this wild country.

I lay down in the grass with the sun in my 
face and watched over the surrounding 
panorama. In late afternoon low clouds 
moved into the valley below like a white 
blanket embraced by the surrounding 
peaks. The ridge where I was standing on 
was still above the clouds while a white 
veil covered the valley bottom. The clouds 
moved uphill into a fantastic play of light, 
sometimes covering the sun, which broke 
through the fog at times again. All over 
the trees, light green Spanish Moss, also 

to turn into the typical Georgian driving 
mode overtaking heavy loaded construc-
tion trucks on the winding road of the 
Gedsamania hills until Sestaponi in the 
flat lands. Georgia´s second biggest city of 
Kutaisi was passed quickly. Shortly behind 
Senaki close to the Black Sea I turned off 
northtowards Zugdidi. Hot temperatures, 
palm trees and lush green gardens with 
tropical fruit gave me a summertime 
feeling. These make the Black sea area a 
popular holiday destination. 

Georgia offers such a rich diversity, 
within one day you can get from palm 
trees and beaches to eternal ice of 
huge glaciers of the country´s highest 
peaks. The mountain road began behind 
Zugdidi and a semicircle of rocky peaks 
above green woods greeted me from far 
away. The road meandered along the 
lakeside of Inguri reservoir which pro-
duces 40% of Georgia´s electricity. The 
road of 140 km from Zugdidi to Mestia 
was curvy with lose rock from rockfall on 
it´s way, but at least it was paved which 
made it a rather comfortable ride com-
pared to Tusheti road. At one point the 
valley widened and gave room for a first 
glance on the west face of mighty Ushba 
mountain. From this perspective only 

known as ‘Grandfather´s Beard’ dangled 
from the pine branches, sometimes a me-
ter low. I felt like walking through a fairy-
tale forest. When fog moved in at dawn, 
it intensified this bewitched atmosphere 
even more. It was time to set up my tent 
next to a big rock as wind protection. I 
enjoyed my dinner and a hot tea all alone 
in such beautiful nature.

It was raining all night and the next day 
started with thick clouds. The snow line 
on top of the peaks came closer over-
night. It was time for me to leave Tusheti. 
The ride back was as arduous as on my 
arrival but I escaped without snow prob-
lems or major technical problems. Despite 
the warning clack-clack noise, steering 
and stabilizer held stand until paved roads 
were reached again.

Svaneti – Land of towers and highest 
mountains of Georgia

The ride to Svaneti was a total of around 
500km from Tbilisi. In the beginning a 
convenient new highway led west, past 
Stalin´s hometown of Gori until Surami 
where it turns into a common country 
road. A heavy construction work for a 
highway extension was going on. I had 
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It was late afternoon when I arrived after a long ride in need to find a 
place to stay for the night. What could be better than a stay at one of 
those historic buildings? But my jeep got stuck in the narrow alleys of 
the old settlement. I had to back up and find my way by foot first. The 
Khergiansha tower and the attached farmhouse seemed perfect for a 
stay. The owner offered a delicious meal and not to mention, way too 
much alcohol. I could explore the buildings a little bit. They consisted of 
two towers of which one was accessible by an external wooden walk-
way at a height of around 10 metres. From the inside I climbed up to 
the roof for a view over the valley at sunset. The next day I packed my 
trekking gear to hike up the soft mountain slopes south of the valley. 
My path led through a birch wood painted in brightest autumn colours 
where locals were cutting wood for the winter. Trees with sparkling 
yellow leaves embraced green meadows under a clear blue sky. Further 
up the gentle and wide ridgewalk at a height of just 2,400m made way 
for a fantastic panorama of the surrounding peaks.Right opposite to 
the north Ushba reveals its majestic twin peaks at full scale, marking 
the border to Russia. The steep cliffs of granite lead to the snow and 
ice capped summits and offer technically demanding big wall climbing. 
At 4,698m and 4,737m these were not the highest but certainly the 
hardest climb of the Caucasus – from any side. Infamous for its dif-
ficulty among climbers, Ushba takes a high toll of accidents each year. 
According to an old Svan translation Ushba means “terrible mountain”, 
a suitable name for this peak given the climbing history. I let my eyes 
wander over this splendid surrounding panorama when an icy pyramid 
to the east caught my attention. This perfectly symmetric shape was the 
beautiful summit of Tetnuldi at a height of 4,858m. It was a pleasure to 
stroll around in this arena of mountains. For the evening I set up camp 
on a little meadow and witnessed the sun set over Tetnuldi. An early 
start next morning presented me an impressive sunrise setting, as if 
Ushba´s twin peaks were on fire. The colours turned from deep orange 
to bright yellow, pushing the shadow away from the rock cliff while I 
descended to my car and continued east, deeper into the Cuacasus.

Ushguli, where time stands still

From Mestia the paved road crossed Ughviri pass into Enguri valley 
where it turned into a dirt track again. Driving became more adven-

turous along the roaring 
river, which at times spilled 
away the path. Sometimes 
leftovers of landslides but 
mostly street works slowed 
my ride. At one point a Cat-
erpillar had just bulldozed a 
new lane out of the steep 
side of the slope and I had 
the questionable luck to 
be the first to test it with 
my vehicle. With my 4WD 
I fought my way slowly 
through the fresh, deep soft 
soil with scattered rocks that 
tested my chassis clearance 
– but it worked out! After 
a 48km drive in 3.5 hrs 
the picturesque village of 
Ushguli was reached. At an 
altitude of around 2,200m 
it is considered to be one 
of the highest permanently 
inhabited villages of Georgia 
and in Europe.

Ushguli was such an atmos-
pheric village of old stone 
houses dotted with impres-
sive towers as if time stood 
still. Pigs and cows were 
roaming the narrow muddy 
alleys and every house had 
a fenced garden to harvest 
crops for daily life. The sur-
rounding scenic landscape 
was dominated by the 
mighty Shkhara Mountain 
at the far end of the valley. 
A very nice family hosted 
me for a couple of days and 
I explored the village and 
the valley around me. There 
were seven little churches 
and chapels in this settle-
ment. The harder life in an 
unpredictable environment 
was, the stronger became 
belief in a higher, protective 
power. I was shown an old 
traditional Machubi house, 
where people in winter lived 

the south peak was visible 
as a giant sharp tooth of 
rock with an icy topping 
towering above the valley, 
still hiding its northern 
twin peak. Svaneti is home 
of the most spectacular 
mountains of Georgia. Rag-
ged peaks with technically 
difficult steep rock cliffs, ice 
slopes, endless ridges and 
the highest summit of the 
country can be found here. 
During Soviet times of state 
sponsored alpinism, some 
of the climbing champi-
onships for selecting the 
elite for government ruled 
Himalaya expeditions of the 
old days took place here.

Mestia and the terrible 
Mountain

Mestia is the administra-
tive centre and the biggest 
village of upper Svaneti. 
Despite ongoing tourism 
development and even a 
ski station on the south-
ern slopes of the valley 
it did preserve its charm 
with a huge number of 
well-preserved defensive 
towers. Most of them 
were built between the 
8th and 12th century. But 
some of the foundations 
are said to date back 2000 
years. Compared with their 
Tusheti counterpart in dry 
wall technique, the Svan 
towers are built bigger 
and stronger. Since mortar 
and plaster were used they 
could reach up to 30m 
high. Comparison of such 
a village panorama to the 
medieval towers of Tuscany 
in Italy is not far-fetched. 
The need for such defensive 
fortification was not only 
due to the thread of invad-
ers but also due to the 
blood feuds between the 
families, which was com-
mon until the recent past.

1. The icy summit pyramid of the 

Tetnuldi pyramid.

2. The cave city of Vardzia;

3. A mountain hut below Mt. Ka-

zbek.
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together with their livestock in one room 
under one roof, only separated by a wood 
fence. It served as a little village museum 
now with old photos of the past. On one 
photo a tower house was decorated with 
tens of pairs of hands, cut off from enemies 
of marauding tribes of the north of the Cau-
casus. Luckily, times were peaceful now and 
I enjoyed some of the traditional cuisine. 
Fresh Khachapuri, a self-made bread filled 
with cheese was baked in a woodstove. And 
I was introduced to traditional Svaneti salt 
which is a mix of local mountain spices with 
salt. Every family produces their own spice 
mix and from every veranda collected plants 
hung out to dry.

Next I hiked up Enguri Valley along the river 
of the same name to take a closer look at 
Shkhara mountain. With around 5,203m 
of height it is the highest peak of Georgia. 
The source of the river was formed by the 
confluence of three major glaciers com-
ing down from the mountainside. Shkhara 
mountain looked like a massive wall sealing 
the valley with endless ridges, gullies and 
hanging glaciers ready to plummet down 
into the valley. I passed the glacier snout 
with its ice cave where Enguri River is born 
and scrambled over the rock-covered glacier 
a little bit closer to the foot of the mountain.

The Cave City of Vardzia

On my return to Tbilisi I made a side trip 
south to the Turkish border. At Surami I 
turned south past Borjomito Akhaltsikhe. 
From here it was a scenic drive on a bendy 
road through narrow gorges past Khvertvisi 
Fort to Vardzia, just 10km from the Turkish 
border. The historic cave city was carved 
into a cliff in the 12th century as a fortifica-
tion and monastery to protect the southern 
border. Information about its former size 
varies between 2,000 and 3,000 rooms on 
13 storeys that could house up to 50,000 
people in case of emergency. Even though 
a major earthquake destroyed the outside 
wall of the cliff with most of its rooms, the 
remains are still impressive by today´s stand-
ards. Uncountable stone steps and steel 
stairs lead up and down through a maze of 
halls and rooms on different levels, relicts 
of old wine cellars and churches carved out 
of the rock. Churches were still in use and 
three monks are said to be still living in the 
caves. One could easily spend hours explor-

I hiked up a southern side valley to take a 
short look at the Chaukhi mountains which 
are popular among Georgian climbers. 

On my last stage I arrived at the village of 
Stepantsminda at the foot of Mt. Kazbek. 
This prominent peak dominates the land-
scape from every perspective. With a height 
of 5,047m it is the third highest summit of 
Georgia. According to old Greek mythol-
ogy, the titan Prometheus was chained to 
this mountain as punishment by Zeus for 
giving fire to humans. Kazbek has not lost 
any of its popularity nowadays. Easy acces-
sibility from Tbilisi made it a major tourist 
destination. But in this time of Corona and 
the late season, it was my luck to have the 
peak nearly to myself. Even the mountain 
huts popular with climbers and trekkers 
were closed. I hiked up past the historic 
Trinity church from 14th century which is a 
popular pilgrimage site among Georgians. 
From here I followed gentle grassy slopes 
up to the ridge from where I had a first 
glimpse on the snout of Gergeti glacier in 
the far distance. The terrain became rocky 
as I passed the first closed hut. At a simple 
container which served as military check-
point close to the glacier I had to register 
with my passport due to proximity to the 
Russian border and general safety reasons 
I guess. The soldier told me that nobody 
came by the last many days and Bethlemi 
hut was closed as well. I enjoyed the silence 
and this beautiful panorama of a cloudless 
blue sky (I was told that Kazbek often hides 
behind clouds due to bad weather). Further 
up I navigated over the Gereti glacier 
roughly towards the silhouette of Bethlemi 
hut on the slopes still high above my loca-
tion. There was only a little snow cover on 
the glacier and in parts it was even snow 
free, which reduced the risk of covered 
crevasses. Further up on a slope south of 
the glacier major rockfall crashed with 
roaring noise and clouds of dust onto the 
glacier. Temperature was unusually warm. 
On the other side of the glacier, I had to 
climb up slopes of scree and loose rock un-
til I reached the Bethlemi hut. Remains of 
demaged material like tent poles and other 
trash and quite a big camp ground around 
the hut reminded me that it would be a 
crowded place during normal times. But at 
this moment, I enjoyed the silence and the 
beautiful mountain panorama above the 
glacier and surrounding peaks.

ing in these endless caves. 

Along Georgia´s Military Highway to 
Mt Kazbek

On a clear day the impressive Mt. Kazbek 
is visible right from the heart of Tbilisi. 
This impressive extinct volcanic peak 
seems to be in reach right from the city 
centre! And indeed, the quickest way 
to reach the Great Caucasus leads via 
Georgia´s Military Highway. This former 
caravan route was already mentioned by 
ancient Greek and Romans. Today a fully 
developed paved road of 207km connects 
Tbilisi with Vladikavkas and crosses the 
Cuacasus range into Russia. My most 
convenient ride of the complete trip took 
just 2.5 hrs for 155km to the village of 
Stepantsminda at the foot of Mt. Kazbek.

On my way I stopped by for a visit to 
the Ananuri Fortress and its church in a 
beautiful setting among forested moun-
tains overlooking a reservoir lake. Not 
nearly as scenic was Gudauri as Georgia´s 
main tourist and ski resort. I passed by all 
those hotels quickly even though Corona 
pandemic had brought tourism down to 
zero at that time. As a contrast, a side 
trip off the Military Highway into Truso 
gorge led me into the pristine mountain 
nature I was looking for. On one side of 
the valley entrance, a natural wall of basalt 
columns revealed the volcanic origin of 
this mountain range, as did hot springs 
deeper in the gorge. The dirt track wors-
ened and turned into another endurance 
test to my suspension and steering. The 
valley widened and gave room to smaller 
travertine terraces followed by brown sun 
burnt pastures. I passed a remote nuns’ 
monastery attached to the lower part of 
an old defensive tower shortly before the 
ruins of Zakagori Fortress higher up on the 
gentle slopes of a mountain. Down below 
was a military checkpoint since the valley 
was close to the seperatist autonomous 
region of South Ossetia. Without further 
permission for this politically sensitive 
area, I had to turn around and leave for 
Stepantsminda. Back on the highway I 
was intrigued by a picturesque tower and 
remains of a fortress in the very next side 
valley. I just could not resist another side 
trip and followed Snow valley to the east. 
A dusty road led to the village of Juta and 

DESTINATION GEORGIA
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Experiences sometimes crystalize into key 

memories that we can dig into and extract 

a handful of happiness from - as many 

times as we wish. And I can close my eyes 

anytime and let the Deccan Odyssey slide 

show play. 

Red Carpets. 

Garlands of Rajnigandha. 

Lezim dancers in gold bordered 

sarees. 

Worli themed itinerary with our 

names printed on it. 

Rose petals falling on us as we 

enter the Laxmi Vilas Palace. 

Lip-smacking Marwar barbecue 

delicacies spread out in the royal 

courtyard of the Mehrangarh 

Fort. 

These are but glimpses of the 

royal treatment that the Deccan 

Odyssey luxury train offered us. 

Our journey was called the 

Indian Sojourn. It followed this 

itinerary: 

Mumbai – Vadodara – Udaipur – Jodh-

pur – Sawai Madhopur – Agra – Jaipur 

– Delhi. 

The places covered in the weeklong 

tour are carefully selected so that the 

tourists can witness the vividness of a 

particular region while 

traversing through the 

diverse landscapes. 

Even before we 

entered the train, we 

had a short glimpse 

of the pampering 

and hospitality that 

we were to experi-

ence in the next few 

days. There was a 

red-carpet welcome 

with Lezim performers 

dancing as the beauti-

ful train chugged 

in at a slow pace in 

platform no. 18 of 

Mumbai’s historic 

Chhatrapati Shivaji 

Terminus. The dancers 

put a tilak on my fore-

head and garlanded 

me amidst beating of 

drums.

The impeccably 

dressed crew gave us 

our cabin keys and explained every-

thing in the politest way possible. A 

trip in the Deccan Odyssey is a master-

class in hospitality!

The blue limousine on wheels, as it is 

sometimes fondly referred to as, con-

sists of 21 coaches. Of these, 11 are 

to accommodate guests and the rest 

are used for dining, lounge, confer-

ence, and health spa. The decoration 

of each coach reflects a particular era 

of the Deccan milieu, and is inspired 

by the imperial carriages used by the 

Maharajas of the yore. 

It evokes the grand days of train 

travel, featuring carriages lined with 

wood panels, brass fixtures, and plush 

seating. Every effort is made to make 

passengers feel like royalty, from the 

opulent cabinsto the elegant bar car, 

from the lavish dinner spread to the 

personal attendant, or khidmatgar, in 
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every cabin to provide around-the-clock service.

Each coach has a unique name such as Kinara, Abhang, Tirth, Gunpha. Our 

coach was called Wari. None of the stories we heard before could have pre-

pared us for the grandiosity, opulence, and luxury of our cabin. The ethnic 

tone of the decoration beautifully balances the bright, rich colors. The room 

had an attached bathroom (5-star quality), and even a mini wardrobe. 

Once we settled down, I started exploring the rest of the train. The confer-

ence car, Pankh, is equipped with all the latest facilities and an amazing 

collection of books; this is the area where all your business needs are taken 

care of. 

The Gateway coach is the lounge / bar which offers a selection of wines and 

spirits collected from all around the world. This is where I had a chance to 

meet and strike up conversations with our fellow passengers. 

The Deccan Odyssey has two multi-cuisine restaurants on-board: Utsav and 

Waavar. The brilliantly decorated interiors of these restaurants add appeal 

to dining here. Guests are served by the restaurant stewards in traditional 

Maharashtrian attire. Each day you are treated to new delights. The menu 

keeps changing according to the landscape and the region.

Every time we stepped out of the train to go for our exquisitely curated day 

trips, the red-carpet welcome, complete with the shehnai players, turbaned 

drummers, and folk dancers, was repeated – at each and every city. We were 

then taken to a very comfortable coach where we were joined by hand-

picked guides, 3-4 crew members to take care of our smallest issues, and a 

doctor. Yes! 

Some of the highlights of our trip were - a visit to the UNESCO World 

Heritage site of Champaner – Pavagadh Archaeological Park, high-tea at 

the Laxmi Vilas Palace, boat ride on Lake Pichola, and dinner on the royal 

courtyard of the Mehrangarh Fort. 

The Deccan Odyssey is an experience in a league of its own. I would say it is 

something every travel enthusiast must try once in a lifetime. If for nothing 

else, then for the sheer pampering thst is gifted to the guests. You forget 

to take your sunglasses – the staff will offer you umbrellas. You visit a local 

washroom scared if the facilities are clean, the crew fish out sanitizers and 

tissues from their bags. If you worry there’s no one to take care of you if you 

fall sick – you can put your fears to rest because the train sends out a medic 

with you for all your trips. 

The attention to details, in the choice of the best personnel they recruit, such 

as the cordial and smart crew members, the skilled masseur, the knowledge-

able guide, or the doctor, just shows that the management leave no stones 

unturned when it comes to hospitality. This is perhaps the reason why Dec-

can Odyssey won the Oscars of the Travel Industry, the award for the Best 

Asian Luxury Train, a record 8 times. 

On the last night on Deccan Odyssey, the guests are encouraged to dress to 

the nines. Women are gifted traditional Indian saris, and the men are given 

kurta pyjama - something (material) to remember the journey by. 
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The journey was hands down one of the best experiences of my life so far! Even though the cost 

is exorbitant, all my fellow passengers and I agreed that it was well worth it. And we would like to 

do it all over again.

During my visit, the prices started from INR 6,12,500 for double / twin occupancy, as per the 

2018–19 rates. This keeps changing. So what I write here is not necessarily what I paid, or what 

you might pay when you plan a trip. There are Deluxe Cabins and Presidential Suites and prices in 

the former vary based on the type of occupancy, single or double. As on the date of publishing 

this issue the rates for the Presidential Suite for Indian nationals is INR 11,09,850 and for foreign 

nationals is USD 15,855 (amounting to approximately INR 11,57,670) plus government taxes. One 

can find the latest prices here: https://www.deccan-odyssey-india.com/tariff.html
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The sky-high mountain passes of Ladakh, accompanied by 
the barren landscape, the picturesque views composed of 
lakes and mountains and the deserted roads beckon bikers for 
experience of a lifetime. It indeed is a dream destination for 
every biker. With the same dream, Arani and I set off on 2nd 
October 2019 from Kolkata with our bikes, my Bajaj Pulsar 
220 and his Royal Enfield Thunderbird 350. The roads overall 
were very good, except for some stretches in Jharkhand. 

After travelling for 6 days, on the 7th day we made it to Leh 
via Zoji La Pass. Along the way, we halted each of the nights at 
Varanasi, Kanpur, Ambala, Chenani, Srinagar and Kargil. We 
spent the day exploring Leh and getting permits for the roads 
beyond. However due to the season and heavy snowfall we 
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could not make it beyond Leh. Nevertheless, it was an experience 
of a lifetime and the same is perfectly represented through the 
photos clicked during the trip.

While returning we reached Kolkata in just 5 days because we now 
had the knowledge of the road. On our way back we halted at 
Srinagar, Ludhiana, Agra and Bhadohi.

For those bikers who would like to do a similar journey, here are some 
technical and general inputs. It is important to keep the following in 
mind and prepare accordingly for the trip:
 1.       To do vehicle maintenance regularly after a certain distance during the entire trip;
 2.       To carry all tools for repairing;
 3.       To carry all safety gears required;  
 4.       To carry sufficient warm clothes;
 5.       To make a proper luggage space in the bike;
 6.       To have all the personal IDs and vehicle documents for processing in Leh (both photocopies and originals will be 
  required);
 7.       To carry basic medicines including those for altitude sickness, nausea and pain;
 8.       To carry sun protection including sun glasses and sunscreen lotions;
 9.       To pack gloves, wind proof jackets and mufflers at the least; and
             10.       To have sufficient eatables for emergencies like nuts, chocolates, glucose and biscuits apart from drinking water.

Ladakh has emerged as one of the most sought after adventure destinations in India of late. But a bike trip to Ladakh is indeed a 
daunting task and is definitely not for the faint hearted. Before embarking on a trip there one must ensure that the bike is in a very 
good condition. Summer is the best time to travel to Ladakh as this is the time when the snow melts reavealing the spectacular hues 
of the mountains and valleys of this region.
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You will find success through personal effort, along with honours and dignities. You can achieve high ambitions, especially those con-
nected with government, institutions and the law. Ride your own luck and enthusiasm with opportunities that present themselves for 
growth, expansion and diversity.  

Places to visit: Venice - Venice was built upon a series of islands, sand-banks and land reclaimed from the lagoon.

The Khajuraho Group of Temples - The construction of the temples is a remarkable example of the Hindu Nagara style architecture 
and is also famous for its sculptures depicting various deities, animals, mythical creatures and erotica.

Favorable Dates: Feb 3, 7, 12, 16, 21, 25            Favorable Colors: White & Blue

This can be a beneficial period but do take it slowly. It presents more opportunity for insight into the demands of your situation. 
Matters of business and money may start to flex their muscle and begin to grow and expand .You will do well in matters that require 
good concentration, especially esoteric and philosophical studies.

Places to visit: Sydney - Sydney Harbour with its iconic Sydney Harbour Bridge and Sydney Opera House. The city has no shortage 
of lazy bays and legendary surf beaches

Tirupati - Tirupati is regarded as the richest Hindu temple in the world and is known for its remarkable Dravidian architecture.

Favorable Dates: Feb 4, 5, 13, 14, 22, 23              Favorable Colors: Green & Red

This is a month of mixed blessings. A series of events will affect your self-image and your major relationships, sparking off events and 
touching deep personal issues for you in terms of self and partnership.  

Places to visit: Paris is the world’s most visited place. Sights like the Eiffel Tower, the Arc de Triomphe, the Notre-Dame Cathedral, 
the Louvre Museum, Moulin Rouge, Lido etc, make it the most popular tourist destination in the world. 

City Palace - The City palace in Udaipur is one of the most visited monuments in India and is known for its opulent Hindu Rajput 
Architecture.

Favorable Dates: Feb 2, 6, 11, 15, 20, 24              Favorable Colors: Blue & Yellow

Life is keeping a firm grip on where you go and what you do. This month may find you counting the costs of the formidable efforts 
you have had to make to keep going. 

Places to visit: Cape Town - The city has several well-known natural features that attract tourists, most notably Table Mountain, which 
forms a large part of the Table Mountain National Park and is the back end of the City Bowl.

The Mahabodhi Temple - It is one of the major pilgrim site for the Buddhists as it the place where Lord Buddha received enlighten-
ment. 

Favorable Dates: Feb 1, 4, 10, 13, 19, 22               Favorable Colors: White & Red

You would be fostering connections, affirming efforts and bringing a note of the hard won achievement that you can celebrate. It will 
be important for you to redefine yourself, to see yourself in different ways, almost as a different person.

Places to visit: Rio de Janeiro - It encompasses most of Brazil’s major tourist attractions, spectacular locations, beaches, views and its 
world-famous carnival. The city throbs to the infectious beat of Brazilian music and is the main source of Brazil’s national culture.

The Charminar - This iconic structure in Hyderabad is known for its signature 4 minarets, which are built in a marvellous Indo-Islamic 
style.  

Favorable Dates: Feb 5, 8, 14, 17, 23, 26              Favorable Colors: Blue & Yellow

You are more in touch with friends and dreaming up new goals. This is a period where you can grow and expand on a very personal 
level through opportunities for advancement through study or promotion. 

Places to visit: Sri Lanka -  A small percentage of the islands are inhabited and 87 are exclusively resorts, boasting tropical landscapes 
hugged by picture-perfect beaches and palm trees.

Ajanta and Ellora Caves in Aurangabad - The Ajanta Caves mainly consist of rock cut monuments dedicated to the ancient Buddhist 
traditions, while Ellora cave contain Hindu, Buddhist and Jain monuments built during the Rashtrakuta Empire.

Favorable Dates: Feb 3, 8, 12, 17, 21, 26               Favorable Colors: Red & Yellow
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This could be a good time to avoid tying up any money with other people’s business or investments, as such 
ties may lead to losses, uncertainties and even outright deception.  

Places to visit: Christchurch - It is the gateway to the South Island, which has some of New Zealand’s most 
stunning scenery. The Canterbury region includes a large central portion of the east coast of the South Island, 
centered around the city of Christchurch.

Old Goa – It refers to the historic town that served as the seat of the Portuguese in India till the 18th century. 
The city is also a UNESCO World Heritage Site due to its unique Baroque style architecture and various churches.

Favorable Dates: Feb 1, 6, 10, 15, 19, 24              Favorable Colors: Purple & Yellow

The month ahead is strong for networking, friendships, and new approaches in your career.. The first ten 
days can find you streamlining your routines, heavily involved in research and highly motivated in work and 
health matters.

Places to visit: Singapore - Singapore is a land of stark contrast, from one of the sleekest cleanest cities in the 
world you can also find authentic asian foods and goods for a very reasonable price.  

Hampi - Hampi is a UNESCO World Heritage Site famous for its stone carved structures, built in marvellous 
Dravidian style architecture, temples and monuments.

Favorable Dates: Feb 2, 7, 12, 16, 20, 27              Favorable Colors: Red & White

Your energy levels run high and your pioneering instincts are strong this month. This is a fabulous period 
for charm and attractiveness. Stress could build up in the last week or just plain old-fashioned exhaustion 
could set in.

Places to visit: Hawaii - The natural beauty of the islands continues to be one of Hawaii’s greatest assets and is 
the location of some of the finest beaches in the United States, each unique in its dimensions, shapes. 

Varanasi - The city is also known for its Ghats located on the banks of the Ganges River and were mostly built 
during the 18th century.

Favorable Dates: Feb 3, 9, 12, 18, 21, 27             Favorable Colors: Red & White

You are especially companionable and open to new experiences, although perhaps starry-eyed at times. There 
can be a surprising or sudden show of support, emotional or financial.  Romantic illusions or self-deceptions 
should be watched for. 

Places to visit: Dubai  - The area of Dubai consists of flat desert surrounds; a great expanse of sand dunes 
stretches away to the S, and the rugged Hajar Mountains rise to the E. 

Jaisalmer Fort - Located amidst the golden sands of the Thar Desert, it remained an important trade center 
during the medieval era and now is known for its exquisite Rajput Architecture and scenic beauty. 

Favorable Dates: Feb 2, 6, 11, 15, 20, 24                  Favorable Colors: Yellow & Blue

You are bolder than usual and motivated to pursue what you want and to prove your value. It’s about positive 
new beginnings, turning over a new leaf, and expressing yourself without apology.

Places to visit: Cairns is located in the NE of Australia, is a holiday maker’s paradise, bursting at the seams as 
an attractive ‘hub’ destination for nearby attractions.

Taj Mahal - It translates to the ‘Crown Palace’ and is one of the most famous and marvellous buildings in India, 
as well as the world. The building is known for its extensive use of white marble and was completed in the 
mid-17th century.

Favorable Dates: Feb 3, 5, 12, 14, 21, 23             Favorable Colors: Yellow & Blue

This period heightens your optimism and generosity, and has the potential for being a relaxed, fortunate and 
hopeful time in your life. 

Places to visit: Barbados - Barbados suits anyone seeking a relaxed and mellow holiday. Main clientele are fairly 
comfortably off couples, with more mature guests favouring the peak winter season.

Rishikesh - Also known as the ‘Yoganagari’ or the ‘Yoga Capital of the Country‘ and the ‘Gateway to the 
Garhwal Himalayas’, this quaint city is known for its bountiful beauty, sanctity, adventure options and the 
magnificent places to visit in Rishikesh

Favorable Dates: Feb 3, 6, 12, 15, 21, 24              Favorable Colors: Red & Blue

Manish Kumar
Arora is a 
renowned KP 
Astrologer, 
Numerologist, 
Tarot Reader and 
Vastu Consultant. 
He will be with 
Touriosity Travel-
mag to 
bring to our 
readers monthly 
predictions based 
on zodiac signs 
with special 
emphasis on travel 
predictions. Our 
readers can plan 
their tours accord-
ingly. He can be 
reached at man-
ish@manishas-
trologer.com
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This article is about one of the cheapest 

and most scenic train rides in the world. 

The train from Kandy to Ella in Sri Lanka 

costs only a few cents. But it has some of 

the most spectacular views you will ever see 

from a train window. The train chugs along 

winding tracks across mountains, planta-

tions, forests and villages. This makes it a 

real ‘bucket list’ item.

The railway track on the mountainous 

region between Kandy and Ella was built 

way back in 1864. Back then it was for a 

cargo train, transporting tea down from 

the Sri Lankan highlands. These days there 

are trucks transporting the tea instead. So 

the train is used by passengers nowadays. 

Hence tourists from around the world get 

the chance to take this incredibly scenic 

train ride from Kandy to Ella. Of course you 

can take it in the other direction too.

During my visit to the country I had the 

chance to enjoy this train ride. I boarded 

the train in Kandy at around noon time. 

I was there with 3 Malaysian friends. We 

almost didn’t get any tickets though. The 

price for the 6 hour train ride was less than 

a dollar back then, which was really great. 

But it’s so great that tickets are bought up 

weeks in advance. In order to get one last 

minute, you will often have to cough up 

extra money to an agency. But I have my 

contacts, because I work in travel and tour-

ism. So we ended up getting super cheap 

tickets for the journey.

The Blue train runs on steam and is 

reminiscent of the days gone by. There is a 

conductor wearing old uniforms. The train 
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has 3 classes. We could only get third class, 

but that was ok. One has to just make sure 

about getting the reserved car, which is not 

packed with people. First and Second class 

are also very inexpensive. So if you can get 

these tickets, then go for them. There is 

an observation deck at the end of the train 

and the tickets for this deck is very high 

in demand and are mostly sold out weeks 

in advance. If you do not get one, there 

is nothing to be sad about, the view from 

anywhere inside the train is good enough.

The train journey takes you through a lot of 

small villages in the beginning. One can see 

the local people busy in their day-to-day 

activities. Little children can be seen playing 

outside their houses. It is also possible to 

catch a glimpse of people cooking and 

gossiping. 
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As the train climbs higher, you 

get the views of more and 

more tea plantations, and also 

many forest areas. You will be 

able to see dozens of people 

working in the plantations, 

making sure that people 

around the world can fill their 

tea pots in the coming weeks.

Needless to mention, the 

whole train is not air con-

ditioned, only the 1st class 

compartment is. But the win-

dows in the train can be rolled 

down and most passengers 

keep the windows and doors 

open to let the air in any way. 

Many people also sit and stand 

in the doorway for a better 

view. But that is very risky and 

one must be careful not to lose 

balance and fall off the train.

The train is old and quite 

simple, but since you pay a 

very tiny amount for the ride, 

this should not really count. 

There’s one thing that tourists 

may not be able to compro-

mise with. These are the old 

fashioned train toilets, from 

the time when your grandma 

was probably in her teens. Also 

one should be prepared with 

food and drinks for the jour-

ney. There are no proper food 

items or drinks being sold on 

the train. However there are 

vendors getting on and off the 

train as it moves along. So it is 

possible to buy a few snacks 

from them.

For those who are travelling to 

Sri Lanka and plan to visit Ella 

and Kandy, the best idea is to 

take this train instead of driv-

ing from one of these places 

to the other. The old epic tea-

train between Kandy and Ella 

is a ‘must do’ attraction in this 
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part of the world, a once in a 

lifetime experience.

There are some important 

things to remember about 

this train. While it is popu-

larly called the Blue Train, 

and most trains running on 

this route are actually blue 

in colour, some also come in 

vintage red colour. So unless 

one is ok with any colour 

sometimes sold in advance but 

on the day of the travel there 

are invariably some tickets 

available as many people do 

cancel their journeys at the last 

moment. So it is perfectly ok 

to turn up at the station right 

on the day of travel, unless 

of course one has a preferred 

seat or class to book.

A lot of people hop in the 

same, one must avoid booking 

a first class ticket as its doors 

and windows do not open 

like this. The best views are 

definitely from the second and 

third class.

Many tourists seated on the 

doorways simply hang their 

legs out as in the photo below. 

Also many tourists take photos 

hanging out of the doors. 

a day train. The highlight of 

the entire trip is the singular 

scenic beauty it presents to the 

passengers. The best ones are 

when the sun is up in the sky! 

So the most ideal options are 

the morning trains.

There are many scenic train 

rides in Sri Lanka. Of them this 

is undoubtedly the best one 

and must be chosen if you are 

whatsoever, one has to actu-

ally inquire about the timings 

of the blue / red train in order 

to get into a train of choice 

for capturing the preferred 

photos. 

The tickets for the train are 

train and so it is always full, 

although everybody gets a 

seat. But many people, mostly 

the tourists, travel the whole 

time seated on the doorway 

in order to make the most of 

the scenic train ride. If one is 

looking forward to doing the 

This may be risky at times 

due to overgrowth of bushes 

and narrow passages at some 

points during the trip. So it is 

important to be very careful.

Last but not the least, it is 

important to book ticket in 

planning to make just one trip 

on train. The next best option 

is the classy Rajadhani Express 

from Colombo to Galle and 

back. It runs along the western 

coastline of the country and 

presents a view altogether dif-

ferent from the Blue train.
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Roads are indispensable part of travel and yet they are rather under-

appreciated in the tourism industry. In this issue of Touriosity themed 

on journeys, an article on roads seemed indispensible. So here we are, 

with a random compilation of some of the most dangerous roads in 

India and around the world. This list is not intended to be some kind of 

rating, but is entirely based on entries sent by our regular contributors. 

Some of these are located on the roughest terrains on earth, some at 

extremely high altitudes, while others are dangerous because of the 

sheer number of accidents that take place due to a variety of reasons. 

Like a thread some roads weave along steep mountains, while others try 

to squeeze between two hills, over some cliffs hang precariously, some 

are characterized by numerous hairpin bends, others by steep gradients, 

some others are treacherous because of the loose rock and gravel. 

While these are great places for adventure aficionados to venture out 

on a road trip, they must remember that many people die on these 

deadly roads every year. The tiniest of mistakes may be fatal on these 

roads. So if you are of a kind that doesn’t easily get frightened, you 

may put these up in your bucket list at your own risk, but if you do not 

belong to this group of daredevil road-trippers, you still can fasten your 

seatbelt and take a virtual ride now on these bad-to-the-bone roads. 

1. Xinjiang Tibet Highway, China

Officially called the China National Highway 219, it is one of the highest 

roads in the world. It is 2,086 km in length and crosses many high passes 

and hundreds of kilometers at a stretch with no food, water or wash 

at temperatures as low as -30 degrees. Unpredictable snowstorms and 

blizzards add to the hazards of driving on it. These make a drive on this 

road one of the most challenging ones in the world. It runs along the 

southwestern border of China from Yecheng in the Xinjiang Uyghur 

Autonomous Region to Lhatse in Tibet. The highest elevation of the road 

is at 17,690 ft and it also passes through the disputed area of Aksai Chin 

which is claimed both by China and India. The construction of this road 

was one of the issues that triggered the Indo-China War of 1962. So 

there is heavy presence of military all throughout this road and one is 

expected to present documents including the passport many times. 

2. Cerro Uturuncu, Bolivia

This old Mining Road up to the Uturuncu Volcano in Bolivia is one of 

the highest motorable roads in the world. The road has an elevation of 

19,711 ft and leads to a stratovolcano. Up until the 1990s there was 

a sulphur mine on the lower peak of the mountain. Today the road is 

maintained mainly for tourists and adventure freaks. A drive up there 

is a test of your stamina as well as the capacity of your vehicle. There is 

extreme shortage of oxygen up there. But the ride is worth all the pain 

as one gets to have a splendid view of Bolivian Altiplano with volcanoes 

and beautiful lagoons from up there. 
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3. Zoji La Pass, India

This is a very narrow mountain pass located in Ladakh region of India 

and connects the towns of Srinagar and Leh. It has a maximum eleva-

tion of 11,575 feet and is 25.8 km in length. The entire road is dusty 

and unpaved, steep at places and is so narrow in most parts that only 

small cars can pass. Yet it is not impossible to spot buses and trucks 

on the route. The road is also prone to landslides which exposes the 

travelers to the risk of being stranded in the middle of nowhere. In 

winter the area is covered by snow and hence it remains closed.

4. Fairy Meadows Road, Pakistan

Do not go by the name, driving on this road is no cake walk at all. 

Also known as the Nanga Parbat Pass (as it leads to The Killer Mount-

ian of Pakistan), this road provides a harrowing experience. Located 

in the Gilgit-Baltistan region this road is 16.2 km in length and 

reaches up to an elevation of about 8,000 ft. It is a very narrow dirt 

road with no handrails or guards and one wrong move or a second’s 

lack of attention may lead the vehicle to plummet thousands of 

metres into a deep gorge. The road starts at the infamous Karakoram 

Highway and leads to the village of Tato near the picturesque Fairy 

Meadows Park. 

5. Kolli Hills Road, Tamil Nadu, India

This is a 46.7 km long mountain road in the Indian state of Tamil 

Nadu with more than 70 hairpin bends that appear back to back, 

making the journey very tedious. The road starts at Kalappanaick-

enpatti and takes one to the Kolli Malai hills, often dubbed as ‘the 

mountains of death’. To add to the discomfort of the sharp bends, 

there are pot holes and patches that make the journey all the more 

dangerous. Once you make it to the top, you are blessed with pris-

tine views over the hills.

6. Zuluk loops, Sikkim, India

Zuluk or Dzuluk is a secluded hamlet on the Himalayan foothills in 

the Indian state of Sikkim. A drive here is not exactly ‘dangerous’ 

but very challenging. There are a total of 32 hairpin bends here that 

beckon the adventurers and bikers from all over India. At an elevation 

of 11,000 ft there is the Thambi viewpoint from where one has a 

breathtaking view of the Kanchenjunga.

7. Karakoram Highway, Pakistan and China

This 1,300 km long highway starts at Hasan Abdal in Punjab Province 

of Pakistan and crosses over to the Uyghur Autonomous Region of 

China where it takes up the name China National Highway 314. 

Often called the ‘Friendship Highway’ (referring to the friendship 

between Pakistan and China) it is one of the highest paved roads in 

the world. It was part of the ancient silk route, although the current 

road was built only in the 1970s. The highest part of this road is at 

an elevation of 15,396 ft and the same lies near the Khunjerab Pass 

which remains closed during the peak of winter due to heavy rainfall. 

Frequent landslides, avalanches, falling rocks, floods, herds of ani-

mals, precipitous cliffs, terrible storms and reckless drivers make this 

road dangerous. Due to its beautiful construction, at such a difficult 

SNAPSHOTS
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terrain, it is often called the Eighth Wonder of the World. 

8. Rohtang Pass Highway, India

Traversed by the Leh-Manali Highway, this pass is often also called 

‘the pile of dead bodies’ pass. It is a high mountain pass located in the 

Pir Panjal Range of the Himalayas with an elevation of 13,045 ft and 

connects the Kullu Valley of Himachal Pradesh with the Lahaul and Spiti 

Valleys and ultimately provides access to Leh. The road passes through 

forests, mountains and glaciers and presents spectacular views to travel-

lers. In winter, for five months every year, this highway remains buried 

under thick layer of snow and thousands of workers toil hard to dig out 

the road at the onset of spring. The name ‘Rohtang’ literally means ‘pile 

of dead bodies’ and it is named so due to the huge death toll every year 

as a result of landslides. This road is also infamous these days due to the 

long traffic queues and travelers sometimes end up spending as long as 

12 hours stuck in the traffic here. 

9. Gata Loops, Ladakh, India

Gata Loops is the name of a road with 22 sharp hairpin bends that 

leads to the Nakeela La Pass in Ladakh. The sharp twists and turns can 

be challenging to even the most experienced drivers. Add to that the 

legend of the ghost of Gata Loops, you are most certainly going to have 

a hair-raising experience.

10. Tusheti Road, Georgia

The road to Tusheti, the remotest mountain region in Georgia, is said 

to be one of the most treacherous road in the world. There is a detailed 

article on an adventurous road trip in this region earlier in this issue.

11. Leh Manali Highway, Himachal Pradesh & Ladakh, India

This 476 km long highway (pic 11b) connects Manali of Himachal 

Pradesh with Leh in Ladakh. It is one of the most dangerous roads to 

drive on in India due to the high altitude, broken stretches, uncertain 

weather including snowfall and storms, inhospitable terrain, lack of 

oxygen, extreme cold temperature, landslides, water crossings and 

unavailability of settlement for hundreds of kilometers. The road passes 

through a number of high passes of which the highest is the Taglang La 

with an elevation of 17,480 ft. The other important passed on this route 

are Lachulung La 16,600 ft) and Baralacha La (16,045 ft). However, the 

region is blessed with incomparable beauty and those who succeed in 

making the trip can soak in the majestic sights. A bonus of visiting Leh 

is the Khardung La Pass (pic 11a) which is only 39 km from the city of 

Leh. It is often claimed to be the highest motorable road in the world 

at an elevation of 17,582 ft. However the crown has long been taken 

away from Khardung La Pass by the Umling La top (19,300 ft) built 

recently by the BRO in Ladakh.

12. Shimshal Road, Gilgit-Baltistan

This road in the Pakistan administered Gilgit-Baltisthan region may be 

only 56 km long but is definitely one of the most dangerous roads to 

drive on. The small distance may take up to 6 hours or more to travel as 

the maximum speed allowed here is 10 km an hour. With steep vertical 

drops, a ride on this road is definitely not for the faint hearted.

SNAPSHOTS
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13. Passage du Gois, France

Located on the Atlantic coast of France, this road is truly unique, and 

dangerous for sure. It is a 4.5 km long natural causeway between 

Beauvoir-sur-Mer in mainland France and the Noirmoutier Island. 

The road is over the Atlantic Ocean, hence most of the time it is 

under water. It is accessible to vehicles only for a few hours every day 

depending on the tide. This means that one can reach Noirmoutier 

only when this road is dry and that will ideally be for a maximum of 

2-3 hours a day. 

14. Killar to Pangi Road, via Kishtwar, J&K, India

A drive on this road is terrifying, to say the least. This 144 km long 

mountain trail with an elevation of 8,280 ft can be found in Jammu & 

Kashmir and is suitable only for the most seasoned adventurers. The 

extremely narrow unpaved mud road winds its way up the mountain 

and has no guardrails to protect you if you make a mistake. The road 

is unstable in places. Steep cliffs and total isolation make it all the 

more dangerous. A certain 10 km stretch of this road is particularly 

dangerous as there are rocks overhanging the road. The road was 

built centuries ago by local villagers and has not been maintained or 

repaired over many decades.

15. Carretera a los Yungas, Bolivia

Also called the ‘road of death’, this 80 km long Bolivian road, of-

ficially the North Yungas Road, is often considered to be the world’s 

most dangerous road. It has an elevation of 15,256 ft and more than 

200 hairpin bends. The narrow road has no guardrails and landslides, 

steep curves, overhanging rocks, inclement weather and cliffs make 

it extremely dangerous. Hundreds of people meet their end on this 

road every year, yet adrenaline junkies are not discouraged from 

taking a trip on this road. The road leads from La Paz to Coroico and 

features vertical drops of almost 3,000 ft into the Amazon rainforest 

below. But despite the road being very narrow buses and trucks can 

be seen plying on it and sometimes one can also see these vehicles 

hanging from the precarious edges. On the way one can also see 

numerous memorials to people who died on this road. This makes 

the drive scarier.

16. 99-Bend Road to Heaven, China

Located in Tianmen Mountain National Park in central China, this 

11 km long road is known for 99 deadly hairpin bends and vertical 

drops. The area is prone to crashes, especially so during bad weather. 

The maximum elevation of the road is at 3,855 ft.

Other dangerous roads

Some of the other dangerous roads of the world are the Skippers 

Canyon Road in New Zealand, El Caracol Road in the Andean moun-

tains of Chile and Argentina, the Taroko Gorge Road in Taiwan, the 

Sichuan-Tibet Highway in China with an elevation of 15,420 ft, the 

James Dalton Highway in Alaska, Canada, the Kolyma Highway and 

Lena Highway or the Road of Bones in Russia, Guoliang Tunnel Road 

in China, the Jalalabad-Kabul road in Afghanistan known for suicide 

bombings and kidnappings and the ‘Highway to Hell’ in Alabama, US.

SNAPSHOTS
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DESTINATION KARNATAKA

Amit Singh aka Desi Tourist is a travel vlogger who recently made a long caravan trip with his pet pug Popu. The 
trip was not only rejuvenating because it came after months of staying home during the lockdown, it was also one 
of realisations about the relation between humans and their best friend – dogs. Team Touriosity loved this idea of 
a caravan trip, as well as travel with a pet. So we interviewed Amit for an insight into his unique experience. Fol-
lowing are excerpts from the interview: 

Touriosity: Since when have you been travelling and how did you come upon the idea of doing a Caravan trip? 

Desi Tourist: I had started travelling since I was in school. I always loved to explore new places. Sometimes I even used to 
bunk tuitions (not school classes, I wasn’t that spoilt) and used that time to explore some unseen sides of my town on my 
cycle. So it all started then. But since 2014 I have been continuously travelling in and out of India on priority.

A Caravan Trip was always in my head as it’s a very innovative and fun way of travelling to the countrysides with a lot 
more ease and flexibility. But, there was another big motivation behind this and that was my little pug ‘Popu’. I had 
always wanted to take my pug to 
a beach destination but I live in 
Gurgaon and it’s far from 
the beaches. And travel-
ling such long distances 
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with your pet in India is very 
difficult right now. There are 
no specific flying guidelines 
in place, not many pet-
friendly hotel options either. 
So Caravan seemed to be an 
amazing option as it is like a 
hotel on the wheels and with 
every amenity like kitchen 
and washroom in-house, one 
can travel long distances. 
Thanks to this pandemic, 
all my international projects 
went on hold, and here I am 
with my pug travelling 8,000 
km through 10 states in a 
Caravan.

Touriosity: Tell us more about 
how you arranged the cara-
van, the booking procedure, 
costs involved and the experi-

ence of the travel itself. 

Desi Tourist: Well I rented it 
from Carvaa Travellers (a cara-
van renting company based in 
Delhi). Cost is Rs. 6,000 per 
day exclusive of toll / parking 
/ fuel / driver. Booking pro-
cedure is as simple as renting 
any self-drive car. My total 
expense was around 1.3 lakh 
rupees excluding the rent. The 
cost includes the fuel charges 
of Rs. 80,000 approximately, 
toll charges of Rs. 20,000, 
parking - almost zero (as I was 
mostly in the countryside), and 
the rest was food and other 
miscellaneous charges.

Touriosity: Tell us more about 
the destinations you covered. 

Desi Tourist: It’s difficult 
to wrap up the journey in 
a few sentences, so I’ll rush 
through some main pointers. 
I wanted to visit Karnataka in 
particular but as I was starting 
from Delhi, I crossed a large 
part of India before reaching 
there. I started from Gurgaon, 
Haryana (my residence) and 
reached UP via Delhi, then 
further to MP. In MP I visited 
Orchha. It’s a small and very 
peaceful historical city. History 
is not my forte but I loved the 
vibe and now it’s in my list of 
weekend trips from Delhi as 
it’s only 7 hours away from 
the NCR. 

After Orchha, I drove to 
Nagpur in Maharashtra where 

I stopped for 2 days to meet 
my friends and family as I 
have spent my childhood in 
this city. After that, I drove to 
the Nandi Hills near Banga-
lore, Karnataka via Telangana 
and Andhra Pradesh. From 
Karnataka, I took a detour to 
Tamil Nadu to see the famous 
Pamban Bridge and Dhanush-
kodi. However, I couldn’t see 
Dhanushkodi, so thereafter I 
returned to Karnataka. 

I visited many places in Kar-
nataka and loved each one of 
them. Few of the famous ones 
are Coorg, Udupi, Hoona-
var, Murdeshwar, GoKarna, 
Dudhsagar etc. Next I entered 
Goa, got in the chill mode for 
2 days. Then I drove back to 
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Mumbai via Pune, and then further to Rajasthan via Gujarat. I 
have been to most of the very popular places in Rajasthan, so 
this time I went for the Chittorgarh Fort and I was absolutely 
mesmerised by the royalty and beauty of this place that is other-
wise known for its infamous history. From Chittorgarh, I drove 
back to my place in Gurgaon.

Touriosity: Why did you think of taking your pet dog with you? 
Was this your first trip with him? Tell us about the experience. 

Desi Tourist: As I told you I wanted to take him to a beach once 
and I wanted him to experience the waves, the sea, the water. I 
mean, perhaps, it might not make sense to everyone, but he is 
like my child and I feel like giving him everything I can.

It wasn’t my first trip with him but yes it was the longest one. 
Before this, I had only done overnight trips with him where 3-5 
hrs of the drive was involved.

The experience - I was not sure how Popu would react in a 
beach as he doesn’t like water very much, at least so in the 
washroom when I bathe him. But when he saw the sea and the 
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waves for the first time (it was on 
Mattu Beach in Udupi), he reacted 
just like we all once did when we 
saw the ocean for the first time. 
He started running crazily into the 
waves and then back to the sand 
and then back into the water again. 
He was enjoying to his fullest. He 
kept running and running until he 
got exhausted and this all hap-
pened in front of my eyes. I don’t 
know if ever in my life I was this 
happy. That moment will be etched 
in my mind for the rest of my life.

Touriosity: So does Popu love 
to travel? How is he as a travel 
companion? Would you encour-
age other solo travellers to take 
their pets along on journeys and 
adventures like this? 

Desi Tourist: He is fond of travel-
ling, and he was a much better 

companion than I expected him to 
be during such a long road trip. 
Popu is a pug breed which is sup-
posed to be very delicate but he was 
rowdy throughout the trip. He never 
felt sick or tired or irritated, not even 
for once.

Yes, I have always been encouraging 
people to travel with their pets and 
people also want to do this but here 
in India, it’s a little difficult due to 
lack of proper resources and facilities 
but slowly things are changing and 
many pet-friendly hotels and desti-
nations are getting added to the list 
every day. But hey, to all pet owners 
reading this, you can take a caravan 
trip like this right now; ditch all your 
worries behind and go on a voyage 
with your furry friends.

Touriosity: Can you tell the readers 
about the single most important 
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learning during this journey with your dog? 

Desi Tourist: We already love dogs / pets but on a trip like 
this you would get to know 100 more reasons as to why dogs 
are considered as the best friends of humans. You might also 
learn some new things about your pet, like I learned that Popu 
knew how to swim by default. I tried bathing him in the Betwa 
River in Orchha and when I put him in water, to my shock, he 
started swimming and came out of the water on his own. I 
always knew that animals know how to swim by default but to 
witness a kid (who’s been raised by me since he was 40 days 
old) swimming in open water just like that is unbelievable. I 
still cherish the moment. And while writing all these answers, 
I am feeling very nostalgic about my trip with Popu and I am 
going to give him a treat right away.

I would be very happy if my write up (answers) can motivate 
at least some of you to plan your next trip with your pet. For 
more you may see my upcoming videos from this trip on my 
Youtube Channel - Desi Tourist. 

Readers may find more about Amit and his trips at his website 
www.desitourist.in or his YouTube channel Desi Tourist.

DESTINATION KARNATAKA
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